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Abstract
We study optimal contracting in a team setting with moral hazard, where teammates promise
to complete socially efficient but costly tasks. Teammates must monitor each other to provide
incentives, but each team member has limited capacity to allocate between monitoring and
productive tasks. Players incur contractual punishments for unfulfilled promises that are discovered. We show that optimal contracts are generally “forgiving” and players optimally make
“empty promises” that they don’t necessarily intend to fulfill. As uncertainty in task completion
increases, players optimally make more empty promises but fewer total promises. A principal
who hires a team of agents optimally implements a similar contract, with profit-sharing and
employment-at-will. When agents differ in their productivity, the model suggests a “Dilbert
principle” of supervision: less productive players optimally specialize in monitoring the more
productive players’ promises.
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Introduction

In a team setting with moral hazard, teammates may need to monitor each other to motivate
performance. However, each team member may have limited capacity to allocate between monitoring and productive tasks. Such resource constraints may arise, for example, from limited time,
staffing, capital, attention, or memory. We propose a model in which teammates promise to complete socially efficient tasks—each of which is a single-person activity that requires costly effort
to complete, but can be “botched” effortlessly. Monitoring does not require effort, but carries the
opportunity cost of not being able to perform an additional task. The team commits to a schedule
of punishments that punishes each player based on the number of her unfulfilled promises that are
discovered; we call this a counting contract. We study optimal counting contracts and equilibrium
behavior in this setting. Three main features drive our results:
• First, the capacity constraint leads to a tradeoff between production and monitoring, and
leads to incomplete monitoring at the optimum.
• Second, each player privately learns which of his tasks are feasible, and then privately decides
into which of his feasible tasks he will put effort. The monitoring technology allows his
teammates to discover, with some probability, whether a task was uncompleted, but not
whether an uncompleted task was feasible. This implies that punishments must be incurred
with positive probability.
• Third, we assume punishments destroy surplus. That is, punishment takes the form of embarrassment, loss of status, or some other penalty that does not enrich one’s teammates.
This attempts to capture settings in which output-contingent transfers are not contractible,
since using relational mechanisms to endogenously enforce transfers would crowd out the
enforcement of other desired noncontractible behavior.
Since punishments are costly and occur with positive probability, the optimal incentive scheme
should use them only sparingly.

However, at the same time, resources allocated to increase

monitoring—enabling a finer, attenuated punishment scheme—come at the expense of productive
activity.1
Under an optimal contract, how should capacity be allocated between productive tasks and monitoring? How many tasks should teammates promise to complete? How many of those promises
1
If the feasibility of a task could be publicly observed, the moral hazard problem would be trivial and punishments
would not occur on the equilibrium path. The problem would also be uninteresting if the players could simply transfer
utility. For example, with three or more players it would be possible to implement costless punishments, by rewarding
a third player when one player’s unfulfilled promise is discovered by a second player. With costless punishments, the
players would put all but a minimal portion of their memory resources toward promise making. Indeed, if they could
randomize, then there would be no well-defined optimum.
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should they fulfill? And how do these change with the degree of uncertainty in production and monitoring? These questions lie at the intersection of the literatures on teams (e.g., Holmström 1982),
contracting with costly monitoring (e.g., Williamson 1987, Border and Sobel 1987, Mookherhjee
and Png 1989), public goods (e.g., Palfrey and Rosenthal 1984) and bounded rationality (e.g.,
Rubinstein 1998).2
Under an optimal contract, we find that players make “empty promises” they don’t necessarily
intend to fulfill, and are “forgiven” for having done so. When tasks are less likely to be feasible, the
team members optimally make more empty promises, even as they make fewer promises in total.
This suggests, for example, that workers in research and development—in which task feasibility
is highly uncertain, and significant time commitments are required—should be assigned more responsibilities than they would actually fulfill, and that they should not be punished unless their
observed failures exceed some threshold.
Our model applies to team settings where the collective ability to perform and monitor tasks
is resource constrained. This is likely to be the case when each worker is a specialist and tasks
are complex, as it may take another specialist to monitor him. According to Lazear and Shaw
(2007), from 1987 to 1996 “the percent of large firms with workers in self-managed work teams rose
from 27 percent to 78 percent,” and moreover, “the firms that use teams the most are those that
have complex problems to solve.” Interpretations of the constraints facing a team may be grouped
into two main categories. In a “classical” interpretation, the limiting resource is tangible, such
as time, staffing, or capital. For example, to determine whether his teammate has satisfactorily
completed a report, a member of a consulting team must spend time reading that report, rather
than researching and writing his own report. Viewed in this way, we study optimal contracts
in a setting with moral hazard, capacity constraints, private information (as to the number of
tasks that may be completed), imperfect monitoring, and costly punishments. In a “bounded
rationality” interpretation, the resource may be an aspect of conscious capacity that bounds the
agents’ rationality, such as cognitive ability, attention, or memory. Evidence from psychology
suggests working memory is sharply bounded and imperfect. If a task is too complex to be fully
specified in a convenient written form (such as a contract), an agent who promises to perform the
task must expend memory resources to store the relevant details. Moreover, to be able to detect
whether he has completed the task properly, another teammate must also hold these details in
memory. If an agent forgets the details he stored, or decides to shirk by ignoring them, he must
hope that his teammates will forget as well. We henceforth discuss the model and results in the
language of bounded memory, identifying capacity with memory size and uncertainty in production
and monitoring with imperfect recall (or forgetfulness).
2

We view a contract as an informal agreement that is enforced by selecting among equilibria in some unspecified
continuation game. In such a context, any common knowledge event at the end of the game is “contractible.” A
variety of related questions arise in the principal-agent literature. At the most basic level, we build on the seminal
results on optimal contracts, such as Mirrlees (1999) and Holmström (1979).
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1.1

Empty promises, heterogeneity, and organizational implications

Our model and the problem of designing an optimal contract are formalized in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we study the benchmark case of linear contracts with bounded punishments.
Because a linear contract treats each task separately and symmetrically, each player optimally completes as many promises as he can. However, we show in Section 5 that linear contracts are efficient
only when the probability of recall is either very high or very low. For intermediate probabilities of
recall, the optimal contract is generally nonlinear and forgiving: a player who fails to fulfill a small
number of promises is not punished, making her unwilling to fulfill all her promises even if she can.
Therefore, players make empty promises—promises they do not necessarily intend to fulfill. The
empty-promises effect can be large: there is a range of parameters where making and keeping the
maximal number of promises gives positive social utility, but is socially dominated by making half
as many promises and keeping only one of these. Intuitively, empty promises buffer against the
likelihood that some tasks will not be feasible. The corresponding contract must then leave enough
monitoring slots to be able to forgive some failures; therefore players will “under-deliver” on their
promises whenever it is optimal to “under-promise” relative to their memory.
We show that the optimal contract forgives up to a threshold and punishes linearly thereafter,
either when either (i) the contract space is unrestricted but memory is tightly bounded (at most
five promises), or (ii) the memory bound is arbitrary but contracts must deliver increasingly large
punishments for larger numbers of unfulfilled promises. In each of these cases, the optimal contract
induces each player to use a cutoff strategy, where she completes only up to a certain number of
tasks out of the promises she recalls. For the special case of maximally forgiving contracts, which
forgive all but the worst outcome (and which are fully optimal in case (i)), as players become more
forgetful they optimally lower their cutoff for task completion and make fewer promises, raising their
number of empty promises but allowing themselves to devote more of their memories to monitoring.
We allow players to differ on two dimensions of quality in Section 6: the number of tasks they
can handle (memory capacity), and the amount of uncertainty they introduce in performing and
monitoring tasks (forgetfulness). To focus on the endogenous allocation of supervisory responsibility, we examine linear contracts, under which empty promises do not arise (this restriction is
without loss of generality when the probability of recall is high). When team members are asymmetric, we show that greater supervisory responsibility is optimally assigned to the less able player.
Moreover, an increase in the strength of one player’s memory reduces the number of tasks that her
teammate optimally promises. This accords with the “Dilbert principle,” which suggests that less
productive team members should be removed from productive tasks (Adams 1996). Lazear (2004)
argues that in an incomplete information setting, the related “Peter Principle” of Peter and Hull
(1969)—which says that individuals are promoted to their point of incompetence—is a statistical
necessity. By contrast, in a complete information setting we argue that when capacity is bounded,
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the less able worker is most effectively used to monitor the more able worker’s task completion.
In Section 7 we consider the implications of our results for organizational structure, in the
context of two stylized extensions to the model. In the first extension, each “player” in the original
model is conceptualized as a team of several players, for which the size of the team constitutes the
capacity constraint. Since the cost of effort accrues to a single player rather than to the group,
non-linear contracts offer no benefit over linear contracts. In the second extension, we show that
a principal who hires a team of agents and asks them to monitor each other optimally offers a
forgiving contract using dilute profit-sharing, augmented by a rule of firing individual agents only
for many observed failures.
Contracts of such a forgiving nature appear prevalent in the workforce, where incentive schemes
often consist of a fixed wage, little or no bonus, and employment-at-will. In their survey, Baker,
Jensen and Murphy (1987) find that “transitory performance-based bonuses seldom account for
an important part of a worker’s compensation.” These facts suggest that despite their theoretical
benefits, finely varying monetary incentive schemes and individualized bonuses are rarely observed
in practice. Oyer and Schaefer (2005) find that many firms give broad-based stock options as
compensation, but that these options have little incentive effect. Instead, their primary purpose
seems to be employee retention. In our principal’s optimal contract, profit-sharing plays a similar
role—the principal has to satisfy the agents’ participation constraints, and uses profit-sharing to
just meet that constraint.
Mirrlees (1999) studies a principal-agent problem with moral hazard, a risk averse agent, and
transfers. He argues that the optimal contract is maximally forgiving: it punishes only after the
worst possible signal. In our model, monitoring more tasks to improve the efficiency of punishment
(e.g., having a more informative worst signal) comes at the expense of productive activity. Moreover,
an agent can prevent the worst outcome by performing only some of his tasks. That is, our
monitoring structure has a moving support. Furthermore, in Mirrlees’ model punishment essentially
never occurs: the worst possible signal happens with negligible probability when the near-efficient
action is taken. In our model, an agent is indeed forgiven unless his observed failures exceed some
threshold, but he must be punished with positive probability if he is to exert any effort. Our results
may be seen as occupying a middle ground between Mirrlees’ worst-outcome contracts and making
each agent the residual claimant of profits.

1.2

Bounded rationality interpretation

Viewed from a bounded rationality perspective, this paper departs from the common assumption in
contract theory, and the economic literature at large, that an agent’s memory has unlimited capacity
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and perfect recall.3 Our model of team production among players with imperfect memories applies
to tasks that are sufficiently difficult to describe that only a few of them can be stored in memory.
A task in this view contains detailed information, such as a decision tree, that is necessary to
complete it properly.4 In such a case, it may be impossible to fully specify the details of the task
in a convenient written form, and they must be enforced informally in equilibrium. When we say
that a player “forgets” a task she had stored in memory, she actually forgets relevant details and
is unable to complete the task properly. Even if she remembers the details, by ignoring them she
can “botch” the task at no cost to herself. Another player can discover that she has botched the
task only if he himself remembers these details.5
The literature in cognitive psychology has established that individual memories are imperfect,
and, most importantly for models of interaction, that the collective memory of a group has very
different properties than individual memory.6 In particular, collective memory can be generated and
maintained by collaborative recall processes such as cross-cueing, by which one individual’s recall
triggers a forgotten memory in another (Weldon and Bellinger 1997). The collective memory of the
team serves here as a costly monitoring device. To contract upon an event in our setting it must be
common knowledge. To this end, we assume that cross-cueing generates common knowledge; one
justification for this is based on an underlying conceptual model that separates working memory,
which is tightly bounded, from long-term memory, which is effectively unbounded. (Baddeley 2003
reviews the relevant psychological and neurological literature.) Information held in working memory
(including cues to retrieve information from long-term memory) can be acted on, while information
held in long-term memory can be used to verify claims about the past. In this interpretation, a
player who has forgotten one of his promises from his working memory still holds it in his longterm memory. If another player holds his promise in her working memory, she can cross-cue him,
reminding him of his promise to restore common knowledge.7
3

Notable exceptions, typically in the decision-theoretic literature, include Dow (1991), Piccione and Rubinstein
(1997), Hirshleifer and Welch (2001), Mullainathan (2002), Benabou and Tirole (2002) and Wilson (2004). There is
also a literature on repeated games with finite automata which can be interpreted in terms of memory constraints
(e.g., Piccione and Rubinstein 1993, Cole and Kocherlakota 2005, Compte and Postlewaite 2008, Romero 2010), as
well as work on self-delusion in groups (e.g., Benabou 2008).
4
Al-Najjar, Anderlini and Felli (2006) characterize finite contracts regarding “undescribable” events, which can
be fully understood only using countably infinite statements. In this interpretation, to carry out an undescribable
task properly, a player must memorize and recall an infinite statement. The related literature considers contracts
with bounded rationality concerns relating to complexity—such as limitations on thinking through or foreseeing
contingencies (e.g., Bolton and Faure-Grimaud Forthcoming, Maskin and Tirole 1999, Tirole 2009), communication
complexity (e.g., Segal 1999), and contractual complexity (e.g., Anderlini and Felli 1998, Battigalli and Maggi 2002).
5
We assume that the benefit of a task is in expectation, and that players cannot contract on their ex-post payoffs.
6
A seminal paper by Miller (1956) suggests that the capacity of working memory is approximately 7 ± 2 “chunks.”
A chunk is a set of strongly associated information—e.g., information about a task. More recently, Cowan (2000)
suggests a grimmer view of 4 ± 1 chunks for more complex chunks.
7
Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) note, “the primary bottleneck for retrieval from LTM [long-term memory] is the
scarcity of retrieval cues that are related by association to the desired item, stored in LTM.” Here the review stage
of the game provides the necessary retrieval cues. Smith (2003) shows that intending to perform a task later requires
using working memory to monitor for a cue that the time or situation for performing the task has arrived.
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Our model bears relations to literatures in cognitive psychology and organizational behavior.
Remembering a promise (i.e., remembering one’s intention to complete a task at a later point) is
termed prospective memory in the theory of cognitive psychology; Dismukes and Nowinski (2007)
study prospective memory lapses in the airline industry, noting that they are “particularly striking”
because that industry has “erected elaborate safeguards. . . including written standard operating
procedures, checklists, and requirements. . . to cross check each other’s actions.” In view of such
difficulties, various theories of how to optimally store, recall, and share information have been proposed in the literature on organizational behavior; for example, consider Mohammed and Dumville
(2001), Xiao, Moss, Mackenzie, Seagull and Faraj (2002) and Haseman, Nazareth and Paul (2005),
which draw on the seminal work of Wegner (1987). Wegner develops the notion of transactive
knowledge, the idea that while we cannot remember everything, we know who remembers what we
need to know. That is, “memory is a social phenomenon, and individuals in continuing relationships
often utilize each other as external memory aids to supplement their own limited and unreliable
memories” (Mohammed and Dumville 2001). In our model, players know who is responsible for
each task as well as who is responsible for monitoring the promiser. This bears a formal relationship
to transactive responsibility, a concept that Xiao et al. (2002) introduce to study the division of
responsibilities and cross-monitoring by trauma teams in hospitals.

2

The model

Consider first a loose overview of the model. Before the game starts, a contract is in place that
governs the punishment each player will receive as a function of the messages sent at the end of
the game. There are three stages:
1. Promise-making. Each player promises to complete certain tasks, and then memorizes some
subset of the team’s promises. Promises are public, but memorization is private.
2. Task-completion. Each memory slot fails with some probability, independently across slots.
A player chooses some subset of her recalled tasks to complete. The other tasks she promised
are botched.
3. Review. Completion of a task is unverifiable, but a task can (verifiably) be discovered to have
been botched if it is monitored. Players monitor those tasks that they remember, and send a
public report about their monitoring results. Based on these reports, each player is punished
according to the contract.
For most of the paper we focus on the case of a two-player team, I = {1, 2}. In Section 7,
we extend the analysis to larger teams. A countably infinite set of tasks X is available to the
team. Each task can be completed by one team member, who must memorize and recall detailed
6

information about the task to complete it. Each player i has a bounded memory with Mi slots,
each of which may be used to store a promise (x, j) ∈ X × I encoding a task x and the player j who
promises to complete it. A single promise can be stored in at most one memory slot, so a player’s

memory state is an element of Mi = mi ⊂ (X × I) |mi | ≤ Mi . A player reaps a benefit b from
each task that is properly completed by the team, but incurs cost c for each task he completes
himself. Completing any given task is efficient but a player would rather not do it; i.e., b < c < 2b.
With a contract in place at the outset of the game (we formalize contracts in Section 2.2, below),
the players enter the promise-making stage. Each player i publicly announces promises πi ⊂ X ×{i}.
S
Given the collection of all promises, π = j πj , each player privately decides which of these promises
to memorize. Player i’s memorization strategy is µi : 2X ×I → ∆Mi . We assume that players cannot
delude themselves; i.e., the support of µi (π) must be contained within π.8
By the task-completion stage, each promise that player i had memorized is recalled with probability λi ∈ [0, 1], independently across promises. Her resulting memory state is mi ∈ Mi . A player
cannot fulfill a promise for which she has forgotten the necessary details. Consequently, player i’s
decision strategy di : Mi → ∆2X for which promises to fulfill can put positive probability only on
promises contained in mi .
At the review stage, each player monitors the tasks she remembers that her teammate promised
(i.e., player i monitors promises mi ∩ π−i ), and publicly reports which of those promises went
unfulfilled. Let Ai ⊂ X ×{i} be the set of promises that player i fulfilled, and let m̂i ⊆ mi ∩π−i \A−i
S
be the set of her teammate’s unfulfilled promises that she reports. The collective memory, j m̂j ,
then contains the union of all reported unfulfilled promises. We assume that failure to complete a
task is verifiable, and that only verified reports are incorporated into the collective memory.9

2.1

Equilibrium refinement: simple monitoring strategies

To determine whether she would like to fulfill some subset of her recalled promises, a player must
be able to compute—at the task-completion stage—the conditional distribution over which subsets
of her recalled promises will be monitored. We focus on a class of monitoring strategies that are a
straightforward generalization of pure strategies, where any randomization (if necessary) is uniform.
Player i’s monitoring strategy µi is simple if (i) her allocation of memory between own promises
and monitoring is deterministic and (ii) she randomizes uniformly which promises to monitor, if
the space allocated for monitoring is smaller than the number of promises made.
8

Hence the memory process differs from Benabou (2008), which is interested in distortions of reality.
This is in line with the literature on cross-cueing (e.g., Weldon and Bellinger 1997): a player triggers the memory
of his teammate when he reports on the details of a task. Note that a player can be reminded of missing details
to be convinced that a task has not been properly completed, but cannot be fully convinced by another player that
all details of a task have been properly completed. That is, proper completion of a task cannot be made common
knowledge, and is therefore not contractible.
9
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Under simple monitoring strategies, player i’s task-completion strategy need depend only on
the number of promises she recalls, the contract, how many promises she made, and how many of
those are being monitored. We assume she recalls these bare outlines of the promise-making stage
perfectly, even if she cannot recall the promises made in greater detail.10 This simplification avoids
forcing players to memorize potentially complicated monitoring strategies over subsets of πi in a
setting in which they have bounded memory and imperfect recall; and as such, can be viewed as
satisfying a technological constraint of memory. (In the classical interpretation, the assumption of
simple monitoring strategies extends the setting to which our analysis applies.11 )
In an equilibrium in simple monitoring strategies, no player can profit by deviating to a nonsimple monitoring strategy. Therefore, our focus on simple monitoring strategies serves as an
equilibrium refinement and not a restriction on the set of strategies available.

2.2

Counting contracts

A contract, fixed at the outset of the game, determines a vector of punishments that will be applied
at the end of the game. First, the contract can enforce any number of equilibrium promises using
the threat of harsh punishments.12 Second, if nobody deviated in the promise-making stage, then
the contract yields a vector of punishments as a function of the collective memory at the end of
|I|

the review stage, V : 2X ×I → R− . The ex-post payoff of player i is
Ui = b

X
j

Aj − c Ai + V i

[
j


m̂j .

(1)

We study symmetric counting contracts, a straightforward and intuitive class of contracts, in
which each player’s punishment depends only on the number of her unfulfilled promises that are
reported by her teammate. She can compute the distribution of this number using only the number
of promises she recalls, how many promises she made, and how many of those are being monitored.
Hence a counting contract is compatible with simple monitoring strategies.
Assumption 1 (Counting contracts). Let fi ≡ |

S

j

m̂j ∩ (X × {i})| denote the number of player i’s

unfulfilled promises that have been discovered. A contract must be a counting contract of the form

S
Vi j m̂j = vi (fi ), where vi : I+ → R− .
10
This is one possible formalization of the sentiment in Wegner (1987) that “we have all had the experience of
feeling we had encoded something. . . but found it impossible to retrieve.”
11
For example, when the constrained resource is time, blocks of time may be available in an i.i.d. fashion, but
the agent can choose from among all his promises which tasks to complete. Though conceptually distinct from the
bounded rationality interpretation in that it separates the task name from the opportunity to perform it, with simple
monitoring strategies the analysis is identical.
12
Alternatively, any number of promises can be part of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium under the following deviation
response: if anyone promises a deviant set of tasks, nobody commits any promises to memory, yielding zero payoffs.
Since players are indifferent to monitoring or not, this off-equilibrium play is sequentially rational.
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Since a counting contract cannot punish a player for her report (which is verifiable), it follows
that she is willing to fully disclose what she recalls of her teammate’s promises. Similarly, with
counting contracts and simple monitoring strategies, there is no benefit to making more promises
than one intends to memorize. Without loss of generality, we focus on equilibria in which players
fully memorize their own promises and fully disclose their monitoring observations. Henceforth we
abuse terminology, using “contract” to refer to a counting contract, with or without its corresponding full-memorization, full-disclosure, simple monitoring perfect Bayesian equilibrium. A contract
is optimal if it is Pareto optimal in the space of all such contracts satisfying these conditions.

3

The design problem

We now develop the problem of designing an optimal symmetric contract. In a symmetric contract,
let p be the number of promises each player makes, and let F be the number of slots each player
devotes to monitoring. Remember that under simple monitoring strategies, player −i’s monitoring
is uniform, and so conditional on being asked to fulfill x of her promises, player i is indifferent
over which x promises to fulfill. Therefore, we may represent a task-completion strategy using
s : {0, . . . , p} → {0, . . . , p}, where s(k) maps the number of her promises that she recalls, k, to the
number of tasks she performs, s(k).13 Naturally, the strategy must satisfy s(k) ≤ k.
To determine whether a strategy s is incentive compatible, we must know the probability
distribution over the number of discovered unfulfilled promises f conditional on s(k) for each k =
0, . . . , p. Given F and p, if a player fulfills a of her promises, the probability that her teammate will
find f of her unfulfilled promises is given by the compound hypergeometric-binomial distribution
g(f, a) =

F
X
k=f

p−a
k


p
F

a
F −k



 
k f
λ (1 − λ)k−f .
f

(2)

To interpret Eq. 2, observe that in order to discover f unfulfilled promises of player i, player −i
must have drawn k ≥ f promises from the p−a promises player i failed to fulfill, and F −k promises
from the a promises player i fulfilled; this is described by a hypergeometric distribution. Of these
k promises, player −i must then recall exactly f ; this is described by a binomial distribution.
This distribution is studied by Johnson and Kotz (1985) and shown by Stefanski (1992) to have
a monotone likelihood ratio property: g(f, a)/g(f, a − 1) < g(f − 1, a)/g(f − 1, a − 1) for all a, f .
Hence an increase in the number of tasks completed yields a first-order stochastic improvement in
the number of unfulfilled promises discovered.
13

That is, s expresses the task completion strategy di in a simpler form. By restricting s(k) to be a number rather
than a random variable, we use the fact that to randomize, the player must be indifferent, but then it would be
optimal for her to put probability 1 on the highest number of tasks in the support of her randomization.
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The incentive constraints for implementing a task-completion strategy s are
F
X





v(f ) g f, s(k) − g(f, `) ≥ s(k) − ` (c − b)

for all ` ≤ k, and all k.

(3)

f =0

We call these “downward” constraints when ` < s(k), and “upward” constraints when s(k) < ` ≤ k.
An optimal contract v, combined with the optimal number of promises p, monitoring slots F , and
task-completion strategy s, maximizes expected social benefits net of punishments, subject to
incentive compatibility:
p  
F


X
X
p a
λ (1 − λ)p−a s(a)(2b − c) +
v(f )g(f, s(a))
v,p,F,s
a

max

a=0

f =0

(4)

s.t. v(f ) ≤ 0 for all f , and Eq. 3.
In particular, optimality requires that the contract v implements the strategy s at minimum punishment cost, subject to the incentive constraints. Two insights may be gleaned directly from this
design problem:
1. If a positive number of promises should be completed in equilibrium, then the upward incentive
constraints must be slack at the optimal contract. Indeed, if a player is indifferent between
performing s(k) tasks and some larger number of tasks ` (where s(k) < ` ≤ k), then it would
be both incentive compatible and socially beneficial for her to complete ` tasks.
2. An optimal task-completion strategy s is an increasing step function, and calls for completing
as many promises as are remembered whenever it jumps. Formally, k ≥ ` implies s(k) ≥ s(`);
and s(k) > s(k−1) implies s(k) = k. This follows from a simple revealed preference argument:
if doing s(`) is preferred to doing any `0 ≤ ` tasks when ` tasks are remembered, then s(`)
remains preferred to any `0 ≤ ` tasks when k ≥ ` tasks are remembered

4

Benchmark: linear contracts

We begin by studying the benchmark case of symmetric linear contracts, in which a player is
punished a constant amount for each unfulfilled promise discovered by the team. We suppose in
this section that there is a per-task punishment bound of v < 0; that is, we look at contracts of the
form vi (fi ) = ṽfi , where ṽ ∈ [v, 0]. While very simple, such contracts may be natural in settings
where the punishments are imposed in a linear fashion by third parties. For instance, doctors on a
medical team may be ethically bound to report each others’ errors to the affected patients, each of
whom then reacts with an i.i.d. probability of suing for malpractice damages.
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Figure 1: Optimal linear contract regimes. Here, λM/2 = max{ c−b
b , v }. All λ-ranges
shown are nonempty if −b ≤ v ≤ (M − 1)(b − c).

The main theorem of this section characterizes optimal symmetric linear contracts for M even.14
Theorem 1 (Linear contracts). Suppose M is even. If λ > max

 c−b
b

, b−c
, then the optimal
v

number of promises, p, and the optimal per-task punishment ṽ, are given by15
$
p=

M
1 + b−c
λv

%
and ṽ =

p(b − c)
.
λ(M − p)

(5)

Each player completes as many of her promises as she recalls, giving expected social welfare 2p(b −

b−c
c + bλ). If λ < max c−b
, then players optimally make no promises.
b , v
Under the optimal linear contract, each player fulfills as many promises as she remembers, so we
say the contract satisfies “promise keeping.” Because a linear contract treats each task separately
and symmetrically, if she is willing to fulfill any single promise, then she is willing to fulfill all her
promises. Thus she effectively faces a single incentive constraint at the task-completion stage.16
In an optimal contract, this incentive constraint must bind, since otherwise the punishments could
be made less severe without violating incentive compatibility. Whenever λ >
maximized subject to the constraints. If λ <

b−c
v ,

c−b
b ,

p should be

the punishment bound is too restrictive to

incentivize completing any tasks. When the bound v is very restrictive, the optimal number of
promises may be smaller than M − 1 even if λ = 1.
14

There may be superior asymmetric linear contracts, but they will not differ from the optimal symmetric contract
by more than a task per player. Similarly, for M odd all optimal linear contracts, symmetric or otherwise, will be
close to the optimal symmetric linear contracts for M − 1 and M + 1. See footnote 19, below. Note that here truthful
reporting is a restriction: otherwise, by underreporting,
a nonlinear contract can be emulated.

15
Define b·c as the “floor” functionbyc ≡ max ŷ ∈ I : ŷ ≤y .
16
The IC simplifies to b − c ≥ λ min Mp−p , 1 v, where min Mp−p , 1 is the marginal probability a task is monitored.
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How the optimal number of promises changes with the probability of recall is illustrated in
Figure 1. The optimal number of promises decreases in

b−c
λv ,

the ratio of net loss from completing

a task to the expected punishment for not completing it when the worst case punishment is used.
Hence the optimal number of promises is increasing in λ, ceteris paribus. When λ is very low, the
players optimally make no promises to avoid nearly inevitable punishments. As λ rises, it reaches
a threshold at which it is both feasible and optimal to make some promises. At this threshold, in
order to avoid leaving memory slots unused, the players devote at least half of their memory slots to
promises. Therefore, either p = 0 or p ≥ 12 M . As λ rises further, the amount of memory devoted to
monitoring decreases—and the optimal number of promises increases. Note that p ≤ M − 1 in any
equilibrium, in order to leave at least one slot for monitoring to maintain incentive compatibility.
The key features of linear contracts are that players optimally make as many promises as they
can incentivize given the bound on punishments, and that they fulfill as many promises as they
recall. In the following section, we consider nonlinear counting contracts, and show that even if
punishments may be unboundedly severe, it will not always be optimal make the maximum number
of promises, or even to fulfill all the promises that are recalled.

5

General counting contracts

The linearity assumption made in the previous section simplified analysis, since a linear contract
treats each task separately. However, under a linear contract there is a significant likelihood that
the players will not recall all of their promises, which means they face a significant likelihood of
being punished. Intuitively, a linear contract might be improved on by “forgiving” a player who
completes all but the last few of her promised tasks. Of course, she will not fulfill any promises
for which she will be forgiven, so some of her promises will be “empty.” The drawback of such a
forgiving contract is that, in the unlikely event in which she recalls all of her promises, she will not
fulfill all of them. The benefit is that in the very likely event that she does not recall all of her
promises, she will not be punished too severely.
In this section we analyze non-separable contracts, without any bound on the severity of punishments. In a non-separable contract, a player’s punishment can depend in an arbitrary way on
the number of her unfulfilled promises that are recalled by her teammate. The main tradeoff in
designing optimal non-separable contracts is between using information efficiently and ensuring
that a player recalls sufficiently many promises. To provide incentives for a player to complete
any given number of recalled tasks, it is most cost-effective to use the most informative signal for
punishment. Mirrlees (1974, 1999) proposed this basic intuition, but our model raises the complication that a player may be able to move the support of the monitoring distribution by fulfilling
enough promises. If a player recalls a small number of promises, then being punished only for
the worst outcome (the maximal number of unfulfilled promises are discovered) provides the most
12

efficient incentives. However, if a player happens to recall a large number of promises, she may
have incentive to fulfill only enough of them that the worst outcome cannot arise. Thus she may
leave some promises unfulfilled; these are empty promises. A memory slot devoted to an empty
promise is a memory aid: it helps the player recall more promises, yielding a first-order stochastic
improvement in the number of promises she recalls. At the same time, an empty promise uses up
a memory slot that could be used towards obtaining a more informative monitoring signal. The
better the players’ memories, the more slots they devote to “earnest promises” and the fewer slots
they need devote to monitoring and empty promises.
In Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, we develop the following properties of optimal contracts. To
preview these results, let p∗ be the maximum number of promises that a player will ever actually
fulfill. Properties 1–4 below hold for all memory sizes. Properties 5–7 are shown for M ≤ 5, as
well as for maximally forgiving contracts under all memory sizes. Properties 5–6 are shown for all
memory sizes when contracts are constrained to be decreasing convex (deliver increasingly worse
punishments for larger numbers of unfulfilled promises). In Section 5.3 we point out that our results
are robust to two key generalizations of the model.
1. If λ is sufficiently high, then the optimal contract is linear with p∗ = p = M − 1 and F = 1;
2. If λ is sufficiently low, then it is optimal to do nothing;
3. For a range of parameters, it is optimal for players to make empty promises;
4. Players make empty promises (with p∗ < p) if and only if they make less than the maximum
number of promises (M − 1);
5. Each player performs as many tasks as she recalls up to a cutoff p∗ ;
6. The optimal contract forgives up to a threshold, and punishments increase linearly thereafter;
7. The optimal number of promises (p) and the promise-completion cutoff (p∗ ) increase in λ,
while empty promises (p − p∗ ) decrease in λ; and social welfare is increasing in λ.

5.1

Empty promises

We say that a strategy is promise-keeping if s(a) = a for all a ≤ p, and has empty promises
otherwise. The following lemma shows that promise keeping is optimally implemented by a linear
contract.
Theorem 2 (Promise-keeping and linear contracts). For any M and any p, promise keeping is
optimally implemented by a linear contract. Moreover, when λ is sufficiently high or low, a promisekeeping linear contract is socially optimal:
13

(i) There exists λ < 1 such that for all λ ≥ λ, the unique optimal contract is linear with v(f ) =
M −1
λ (b

− c)f , and promise-keeping with the maximal number of promises (p = M − 1).

(ii) There exists λ > 0 such that for all λ ≤ λ, there is an optimal contract that is linear with
v(f ) = 0 for all f , and degenerately promise-keeping with zero promises.
To see why promise keeping is optimally implemented by a linear contract, note that all the
downward incentive constraints can be made to bind under a linear contract, thereby minimizing
punishments. Intuitively, when λ is very high the players expect to recall almost all of their
promises. Because they don’t expect to incur punishments too often, it is optimal to maximize the
number of promises made by setting p = M − 1. But with only one monitoring slot, every task
is treated identically, so the contract is linear (and takes the form detailed in Theorem 1). When
λ is very low, players expect to recall few or none of their promises. Rather than risk incurring
punishments, it is better not to do any tasks at all.
Between these extremes, however, it may be optimal for players to make empty promises, even
in the region where promise-keeping gives positive social utility (i.e., when λ ≥
next theorem, let

p∗

c−b
b ).

To state the

≡ maxa s(a) be the largest number of promises that are ever fulfilled under

strategy s.
Theorem 3 (Empty promises). For an intermediate range of λ’s, the optimal contract is nonlinear
and implements empty promises. In particular, for any memory size M ,
(i) There exists αM ∈ (1, 2) such that if c < bαM , there exists λ̃ >

c−b
b

so that for all λ ∈ ( c−b
b , λ̃),

making and keeping the maximal number of promises (M − 1) yields positive social utility,
but is dominated by making roughly half as many promises (b M2+1 c) and fulfilling just one
whenever any promises are remembered.
(ii) If the optimal contract implements fulfilling a positive number of promises, players make
empty promises (with p∗ < p) if and only if p < M − 1; that is, players “under-deliver” on
their promises if and only if they “under-promise.”
Hence there is generally a gap between the highest number of promises a player is willing to
complete, and the number of promises that she actually made. Moreover, players should make as
many promises as possible if and only if they intend to follow through on them. By memorizing
more promises than she plans to fulfill, a player attains a first order stochastic improvement in the
number of tasks she will complete according to her plan. However, the corresponding increase in the
number of promises she leaves unfulfilled will lead her to expect a more severe punishment unless
the contract is forgiving: if it does not punish her when the other players find only a “small” number
of her unfulfilled promises. A forgiving contract therefore allows players to use empty promises as
memory aids, and minimizes punishment in the very likely event that players cannot recall all of
14
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Figure 2: Optimal memory allocation for M = 5. Each column represents the optimal
memory allocation for a particular value of λ, in steps of 0.04 from 0.02 to 0.98, where b = 2 and
c = 3. In row a, s(a) = a in the “earnest” promises region, while s(a) < a in the empty promises
region. Any cutoff strategy can be represented in this format.
their promises. Of course, if a player makes the maximal number of promises (p = M − 1), then the
contract cannot be forgiving, since it must punish her when it finds even one unfulfilled promise.
While finding a large number of unfulfilled promises is an informative signal of moral hazard, it
may not arise with positive probability if a player completes all but a few of her promised tasks.
Promise keeping is thus costly to implement; and depending on the quality of memory, a contract
that enforces keeping all of one’s promises can be dominated socially by a forgiving contract under
which players keep just a single remembered promise.
Such a task-completion strategy has the form of a cutoff strategy: we call s a cutoff strategy
if s(a) = a for a ≤ p∗ and s(a) = p∗ for all a > p∗ . We show below that when M ≤ 5, the
optimal contract always implements cutoff strategies, that both the number of promises and the
cutoff increase in λ, and that both monitoring and the number of empty promises decrease in λ.
A specific example illustrating these comparative statics is visualized in Figure 2. Moreover, the
optimal contract leaves approximately the same number of monitoring slots as empty promises, and
is maximally forgiving: it punishes a player only when the maximal number of unfulfilled promises
has been discovered (F ).
Theorem 4. Suppose M ≤ 5. Then,
(i) For any λ, the optimal contract implements cutoff strategies;
(ii) The optimal contract is maximally forgiving, with p − p∗ ≤ F ≤ p − p∗ + 1;
(iii) Both p and p∗ increase in λ, while both F and p − p∗ decrease in λ;
(iv) Social welfare under the optimal contract is increasing (strictly whenever p∗ > 0) and piecewise
concave in λ.
When M ≤ 5, it can be shown using a duality argument that for any combination of p, p∗ , F,
and λ, the optimal contract is maximally forgiving and implements a cutoff strategy. Moreover, we
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show that the resulting social value of a maximally forgiving contract satisfies single-crossing and
concavity properties for any M . This is illustrated for a specific example in Figure 3, which graphs
the conditionally optimal social welfare for each fixed p∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
In general, it is difficult to analytically characterize the optimal punishment schedule without
restrictions on the contract space. When M > 5, we have numerical examples where the optimal
strategy is not a cutoff, or the optimal contract is non-monotone, for particular combinations of
b, c and λ. More generally, in a principal-agent setting with transfers and where there is neither
private information nor capacity constraints, Grossman and Hart (1983) suggest that without a
strong assumption on the distribution of outputs (which is not satisfied by the distribution g), one
may only conclude that the optimal wage schedule is not everywhere decreasing. However, it may
be natural to restrict the contract space a priori, as in the next subsection.

5.2

Convex contracts

Contracts which deliver increasingly large punishments for larger numbers of unfulfilled promises
may be a focal class to consider. Such decreasing convex (DC) contracts satisfy the restriction
v(f ) − v(f + 1) ≥ v(f − 1) − v(f ) ≥ 0. Convex contracts may be natural in settings where
punishments are imposed by third parties who are more inclined to exact punishment if they
perceive a consistent pattern of failures. Conversely, a non-convex contract may be particularly
difficult to enforce via an affected third party, since it would require leniency on the margin for
relatively large injuries.
For arbitrary memory size M , we show that DC contracts optimally induce task-completion
strategies that have a cutoff form. Furthermore, the optimal such contract forgives empty promises
up to some failure threshold, and increases punishments linearly thereafter. For the special case
of maximally forgiving contracts (as in Theorem 4), players make more total promises and fewer
empty promises as λ increases. Figure 4 illustrates these comparative statics for M = 7 and M = 9.
Theorem 5. For any M and any λ, every DC contract induces a cutoff strategy. Moreover,
(i) An optimal DC contract uses a kinked-linear punishment schedule, with v(f ) = 0 for all f
smaller than some failure threshold fˆ ≤ F .
(ii) Among maximally forgiving contracts (fˆ = F ), optimally both p and p∗ increase in λ, and
p − p∗ decreases in λ. The social welfare of the optimal contract is increasing and piecewise
concave in λ.
To prove this, we show that properties of the failure-detection distribution g imply that if the
contract is convex in the number of unfulfilled promises that player −i discovers, then player i’s
conditional expected punishment is convex in the number of her promises she fails to fulfill. This
16

implies that if player i prefers completing p̃ promises over p̃ − 1 promises, then she must also prefer
completing p̃ − k promises over p̃ − (k + 1) promises for all k = 1, . . . , p̃ − 1. We then use a duality
argument to show that the Lagrange multipliers for the convexity constraints in the contracting
problem imply a recursion that can be used to solve for the optimal expected punishment. That
expression can be written in terms of the expected number of discovered unfulfilled promises that
exceed a threshold for punishment, and is implementable by a kinked-linear punishment schedule.

5.3

Robustness

Monitoring technology For simplicity, we have assumed that the probabilities of recalling
one’s own promise or a teammate’s promise are the same. More generally, the performance and
monitoring technologies may differ. Our qualitative results do not change if the probability of
performing a task, λp , is allowed to differ from the probability of monitoring a task, λm , because
the problem of implementing a strategy at minimal cost depends only on λm . Moreover, for the
special case of maximally forgiving contracts in Theorem 2, Theorem 4, and Theorem 5(ii), the
value of an optimal contract is entirely independent of the monitoring technology.17 Intuitively,
any reduction in λm can be perfectly compensated by increasing the punishment v(F ) in the right
proportion, leaving the expected punishment and all incentives unchanged. The comparative statics
there on earnest and empty promises are driven entirely by performance ability λp .
Strict incentives for monitoring In our setting, players are indifferent over whether to monitor
each other. However, our results on the optimality of empty promises continue to hold even if players
require strict incentives for monitoring. In Rahman (2009), to provide incentives for monitoring a
player may occasionally shirk just to “test” the monitor. Our model generates optimal “shirking”—
in the form of empty promises—with positive probability even in the absence of monitoring costs.
These empty promises can also be repurposed to provide strict incentives to monitor. If, after
players announce their monitoring observations, they are then asked to self-report any promises
they recalled but failed to fulfill, it becomes possible to detect and punish failures of monitoring.
For strict incentives, a player need be punished only infinitesimally for failing to monitor. This
mechanism also ensures robustness to small costs of reporting or verifying failed tasks.

6

Asymmetric players

Previous sections assumed that both players had equally good memories, and studied contracts
in which the players shared equally in the responsibilities both for accomplishing tasks and for
monitoring. But if the players’ memory abilities differ (along two dimensions: memory capacity and
17

Observe that in Eq. 2, g(F, a) = (λm )F
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Figure 3: Social welfare envelope for M = 5. For each p∗ ∈ {1, . . . , M − 1}, the value of
the best strategy is plotted as a function of λ. In each case the best strategy is a cutoff strategy.
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Figure 4: Optimal memory allocation under maximally forgiving contracts with
M = 7 (top) and M = 9 (bottom). See Figure 2 for explanation. For these particular parameters, the maximally forgiving contracts are actually optimal among all contracts.
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probability of recall), how should task-accomplishing and monitoring responsibilities be allocated?
That is, which player should be given more “supervisory responsibility”?
In this section we endow each player i with an idiosyncratic memory capacity Mi and recall
probability λi . To study the comparative statics of responsibility, we focus on linear contracts.
We show that greater supervisory responsibility is optimally assigned to the less productive team
member. Indeed, if the disparity in memory ability is large enough, it can be optimal for the weaker
player to become a full-time supervisor who specializes entirely in monitoring, and pay a lump sum
“salary” to the stronger player to accept responsibility for performing tasks. This accords with the
“Dilbert Principle” of Adams (1996), which states “the most ineffective workers are systematically
moved to the place where they can do the least damage: management.”
To gain graphical intuition for this effect, we drop the integer restriction on the number of
promises. Let us reintroduce a bound v on per-task punishments. Since the players randomize
uniformly over which promises to monitor, the probability that player −i monitors any given task

−i
of player i is λ−i min M−ip−p
, 1 , where λ−i is the recall probability of player −i. An optimal
i
asymmetric linear contract solves
max

nX

(vi ,pi ), i=1,2


o
−i
pi λi (2b − c) + (1 − λi ) min M−ip−p
,
1
λ
v
−i
i
i

i=1,2

subject to, for i = 1, 2:

(6)

Feasibility:
ICi :

v ≤ vi ≤ 0 and 0 ≤ pi ≤ Mi ,

−i
b − c ≥ λ−i min M−ip−p
, 1 vi if pi > 0.
i

In the objective, each promise player i makes reaps a benefit of 2b − c for the team when it is

−i
, 1 λ−i vi when it is forgotten.
remembered and an expected punishment of min M−ip−p
i
Note that for an optimal symmetric contract the option to not make promises implicitly guarantees individual rationality, but, with asymmetric contracts, maximizing social surplus no longer
guarantees that both players earn non-negative expected utility. If the players can make ex ante
transfer payments, however, then the solution to Eq. 6 is always a Pareto improvement over autarky, since a player who would earn negative expected utility can be compensated by a lump sum
transfer.
In an environment with ex ante transferable utility, we find that each player’s responsibility for
accomplishing tasks is decreasing in his disadvantage relative to the other player in both memory
capacity and recall probability. Hence the less able player is allocated relatively more “supervisory
responsibility.” If the disparity in memory is extreme, our result indicates that the less able player
is endogenously selected as the full-time supervisor, in accordance with the Dilbert principle.
c−b
Theorem 6. Suppose λi ≥ max{ b−c
v , b } and v ≤

b−c b−c+λi b
λi b−c+λ−i b ,

for i = 1, 2. Then in the class of

linear contracts with ex ante transfers, optimal contracts exhibit these comparative statics in both
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λi and Mi : pi is increasing, Fi is decreasing, p−i is decreasing, and F−i is increasing (all strictly
if pi > 0 and p−i > 0). In addition, if

b−c
λ−i v Mi

≥ M−i and λi ≥ λ−i , then p−i = 0 < pi .

Relative to the symmetric setting, the player with the worse memory benefits not only from
the greater number of promises her teammate optimally makes, but also from a reduction in the
number of promises she will make. This is because she must increase her monitoring in order to
incentivize her more capable teammate to accomplish a greater number of tasks. Because of the
capacity constraint on the total number of monitoring and productive resources, the less able player
is best employed as a monitor of the more able player’s tasks.
If instead no ex ante transfers are allowed, then an optimal contract should yield non-negative
utility to both players. To account for this, we introduce the following individual rationality
constraints for i = 1, 2:

−i
IRi : pi λi (b − c) + p−i λ−i b + (1 − λi )λ−i pi min M−ip−p
, 1 vi ≥ 0.
i

(7)

An optimal asymmetric contract without ex ante transfers solves Eq. 6 subject to these additional
constraints.
c−b
Theorem 7. Suppose λi ≥ max{ b−c
v , b } for i = 1, 2. Then in the class of linear contracts

without ex ante transfers, for any M > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1), there exists open neighborhood of (M, λ)
such that the comparative statics of Theorem 6 hold if (Mi , λi ) is in this neighborhood for i = 1, 2.
Furthermore, in this neighborhood player i’s expected utility is decreasing and player −i’s expected
utility is increasing in Mi and λi .18
We sketch the proof of both these results, which are detailed in the appendix. As in Section 4,
the incentive compatibility constraint must bind for any player who makes at least one promise;
otherwise, the punishment vi could be lessened slightly, raising expected payoffs without violating
any constraints. Substituting each binding IC into both the objective and IR, and incorporating
the punishment bound into IC, yields a reduced form linear problem for optimal linear contracts
without ex ante transfers:

max p1 (b − c + λ1 b) + p2 (b − c + λ2 b)
p1 ,p2

s.t.

Feasibility: 0 ≤ pi ≤ Mi for each i,
n
o
−i
ICi : b − c ≥ λ−i v min M−ip−p
,
1
if pi > 0, and
i
IRi :

(8)

(9)

pi (b − c) + p−i λ−i b ≥ 0.
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Formally, defining σi ≡ b−c
∈ (0, 1) for i = 1, 2 and γ ≡ − vb > 0, the conclusion carries over for
λi v

σ1 σ2 +γ σ2 (1+γ)
,
and σσ21 σσ12 −γ
∈ (σ2 , σ11 ). See the formal proof in the appendix.
σ1 (1+γ) σ1 σ2 +γ
−γ
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Figure 5: Optimal asymmetric linear contracts. In both figures, the horizontal axis
measures promises of player 1, and the vertical axis measures promises of player 2. The grey
diagonal lines are social indifference curves. The optimal linear contract with ex ante transfers
implements the promise vector F (ignoring integer problems). The parameters common to both
figures are b = 2, c = 3, v = −2.5, λ1 = .85, and λ2 = .75. In Figure 5(a), where M1 = M2 = 11,
the optimal contract with ex ante transfers also satisfies individual rationality without transfers.
In Figure 5(b), where M1 = 18 and M2 = 9, the optimal contract with ex ante transfers selects
player 2 as an endogenous supervisor who devotes his entire memory to monitoring player 1. The
the optimal linear contract without ex ante transfers, in contrast, implements the promise vector N.
The problem is visualized in Figure 5(a), which depicts the promises of player 1 on the horizontal
axis and those of player 2 on the vertical axis. These are bounded by the rectangle corresponding
to their respective memory capacities. Note that the set of non-zero promise pairs satisfying IRi
is guaranteed to be nonempty if λi ≥

c−b
b

for i = 1, 2. Moreover, it is possible to satisfy each

ICi when player −i monitors maximally with maximal punishments under the assumption that
λi ≥

b−c
v .

Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, the intersection of IC1 and IC2 occurs at a strictly

positive promise pair, within both the IR region and the memory bounds. As seen in Figure 5(a),
the social indifference curve then selects the intersection of the incentive compatibility constraints
to be the optimal promise pair. Since λ1 > λ2 and M1 = M2 , player 1 has the superior memory
and hence bears a larger task burden.
Without ex ante transfers, the individual rationality constraints require each player to complete
sufficiently many tasks to make the optimal asymmetric contract palatable to her teammate. With
ex ante transfers, however, the individual rationality constraints are relaxed, and if the incentive
21

compatibility constraints do not intersect in the positive quadrant, one player can optimally become
a full-time supervisor who pays the other player to accomplish tasks. An example is seen in
Figure 5(b), where player 1’s memory capacity is so large that player 2 optimally devotes his entire
memory to monitoring.

7

Organizational implications

Thus far we have considered only 2-player teams. This section expands the analysis to larger teams,
demonstrating that our results extend naturally to n-player teams. Motivated by applications to
organizational structure, we propose two extended interpretations of our framework.

7.1

More than two players

Consider a team I = {1, . . . , n}, n > 2. In this more general setting, we scale the benefits of each
task so that each player reaps a benefit b from a task she performs herself but a benefit

b
n−1

from

a task performed by any other player. In any n-player symmetric equilibrium in which each task
is monitored by a single player, it does not matter whose memory slot is used to monitor whom.
Hence our results for two players extend naturally to a class of symmetric n-player equilibria, as
formalized in Theorem 8, below.
We generalize simple monitoring strategies to a larger team as follows. A monitoring strategy is simple and symmetric if (i) each player’s allocation of memory between own promises and
monitoring is deterministic; (ii) there exists k such that the total number of slots allocated to monitoring each player is exactly k; (iii) each promise is monitored by at most one player; and (iv) the

probability that any particular k promises of player i, (x1 , i), . . . , (xk , i) ⊂ πi , are monitored is
identical. We say a contract is optimal if it is optimal in this class.
Theorem 8. Consider any symmetric counting contract in simple monitoring strategies with n = 2,
number of promises p, number of monitoring slots F , task completion strategy s, and punishment
schedule v. Then for n > 2 there exists a contract in simple and symmetric monitoring strategies
with the same p, F , s, and v for each player. The converse also holds. Moreover, the contract for
n = 2 is optimal if and only if the contract for n > 2 is optimal.
Sketch of proof. Fix a symmetric counting contract in simple monitoring strategies for two players.
Arrange the team of n players around a circle, and assign each player to monitor the teammate to
her right, using the same p, F , s, and v as for two players. This yields a contract in simple and
symmetric strategies in which the IC constraints are unchanged. Given the scaling of benefits for
the larger team, the n = 2 and n > 2 optimization problems share the same objective function.
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Conversely, fix a symmetric counting contract in simple and symmetric monitoring strategies
with n > 2. Select any two players and assign them to monitor only each other, but in the same
amount as in the n > 2 equilibrium. Since the original strategies for n > 2 were simple and
symmetric, once again the IC constraints are unchanged and the two problems share the same
objective.
In the class of linear contracts, our conclusions about asymmetric settings also extend naturally.
First, in a multiplayer setting with symmetric players, a symmetric contract is optimal (ignoring
integer issues), as can easily be seen by generalizing the graphical analysis of Section 6 to multiple
dimensions. Starting from symmetry, if player 1’s memory improves slightly (in terms of capacity
or reliability), then player 1’s task burden increases slightly, while the other players’ burdens decrease slightly. Just as in the two-player case, individual rationality constraints can bind when the
parameters are further away from symmetry.

7.2

Players as team leaders

Suppose there are multiple teams, and we think of each “player” i in our model as a team with
Mi members. Tasks are sufficiently complex that each team member can monitor or perform at
most one task. As alluded in the introduction, this interpretation formalizes the idea that resource
constraints can arise from limited staffing. Since the disutility of completing each task accrues to
a different team member (rather than to the team), each single-task incentive constraint must be
satisfied separately. Forgiving contracts are not helpful in this setting, since the individual who is
forgiven for failing to complete task X is not the same individual who completed task Y. So when
each “player” is a team leader, it makes sense to restrict attention to linear contracts.
If there are several types of agents with different recall abilities, we can associate each team i
with recall parameter λi . Under this interpretation, the IR constraints studied in Section 6 should
be adapted slightly: those players assigned to perform tasks should either expect to benefit enough
from the tasks of others to outweigh their costs of effort, or be paid a fixed amount ex ante.
In principle, this interpretation does not allow agents on the same team to monitor each other.
However, there may be multiple teams with the same type, so the restriction to monitoring only
across teams is without loss of generality.

7.3

Organizational structure

The extension to n-player teams raises interesting questions about optimal organizational structure.
Suppose that a principal can hire a team of n agents to perform tasks and monitor each other.
The principal reaps the entire benefit B from each task, but cannot observe who performed it. He
makes each agent a take-it-or-leave-it offer comprising:
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1. A fixed ex ante payment, no less than zero (agents have limited liability);
2. A payment b ≥ 0 for each task completed by the team;
3. An informal contract of punishments v, which will be implemented by the team members in
equilibrium (punishments destroy surplus; they are not transfers to the principal);
4. A selected equilibrium in the game induced by the contract.
Each agent accepts the offer if and only if her expected utility from the offer is at least as high as
her exogenous outside option. In this setting, the agents’ incentive constraints are simply Eq. 3.
The principal’s optimization problem is similar to Eq. 4, except that 2b is replaced by B − nb (the
principal’s net profit per task), and that b is a choice variable rather than a parameter.
Were the fixed ex ante payment not bounded below by zero, the principal’s optimal contract
would set b ≥ c to make the agents willing to perform the tasks without any wasteful punishments,
and then extract the surplus by asking them to pay the principal ex ante for access to the tasks. But
because the principal must pay the team nb for each task, if b ≥ c the limited liability constraint
will prevent the principal from extracting all the surplus whenever B < nc. The informal contract v
thus serves as a costly mechanism for the principal to extract more of the surplus even when the
agents have limited liability. In an optimal symmetric contract when B < nc, the principal pays
the agents nothing ex ante (he would rather increase b than the ex ante payment), and chooses b
and v to maximize expected profit, subject to the constraint that the agents must be willing to
accept the offer.
The principal’s optimal contract gives each agent a broadly-based bonus payment b, tied to the
performance of the team, which is just large enough to meet the agents’ individual rationality constraints. Given b, the contract must be optimal in the sense of Eq. 4, and hence, if the probability of
recall is neither too high nor too low, must be forgiving. To implement the contract, the principal
does not need a finely varying set of subtle punishments; he needs a few large punishments—or
maybe just one—that will be realized only infrequently. Typically, the harshest punishment an
employer can visit on an employee is firing, which is enough to implement a maximally forgiving
contract. These characteristics are consistent with the stylized facts of Baker et al. (1987) (individual financial incentives are rare), Oyer and Schaefer (2005) (broad-based group incentives are
common), and Lazear and Shaw (2007) (teams are common) discussed in the introduction.
However, if the principal may make different offers to different agents, he may be able to improve
over the symmetric contract by assigning one or more players to be supervisors who specialize purely
in monitoring. These supervisors do not need to be paid for completed tasks. Instead, they can
be compensated for their opportunity costs with ex ante payments. This allows the principal to
pay the team just n̂b per task, where n̂ is the number of non-supervisory (promise-making) agents.
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Since increasing b is less costly when some agents are supervisors, the non-supervisory agents can be
induced to complete more tasks. When the agents are observably heterogeneous, the principal will
select his supervisors endogenously based on their memory abilities. For the special case in which
the principal is restricted to offer linear contracts, the results of Section 6 imply that supervisors
should be drawn from among those players with the weakest memories. That is, the principal
should follow the Dilbert Principle.

8

Conclusion

We study a team setting where forgetful players with limited memories have costly but socially
efficient tasks to complete and characterize optimal contracts when the team’s collective memory
serves as a costly monitoring device. In accordance with stylized facts from the workforce, our
results suggest that the optimal punishment scheme is forgiving when only a small number of
offenses are recorded. In our model, this implies that individuals in teams make promises they do
not necessarily intend to keep and that their teammates take these promises with a grain of salt.
Our model provides a simple formulation for studying some of the basic tradeoffs that arise when
moral hazard and capacity constraints intersect, and helps explain why real-world contracts (both
formal and informal) may be forgiving.
Our conclusions about asymmetric linear contracts can be viewed as endogenously allocating
supervisory responsibility to those agents with the least effective memories. Intuitively, less able
players have a comparative advantage in monitoring, because their low ability is more costly in
production. Furthermore, our results for general counting contracts can be applied even when a
vertical supervision structure is imposed exogenously, to show that empty promises and forgiving
contracts can be optimal. Our framework could be extended to study how to select between
horizontal and vertical supervision structures.
We assumed that memory abilities are common knowledge, but it would be interesting to
consider the case in which abilities are private information at the outset. Since the more able
player is optimally given a higher workload, incentives for truthful revelation would have to be
built into the contract. If ex ante transfers are feasible, a more able player should be willing to
accept a harsher schedule of punishments in return for a larger ex ante payment. This intuition
suggests that private information introduces a substantial friction, since the harsh punishments
that able players must accept to prove their abilities will occur with positive probability.
It would also be interesting allowing the memory bound to adjust endogenously to the complexity of the information being memorized. Cowan (2000), among others, suggests that the number of
effective slots in memory decreases in the complexity of the information stored. If the agents can
record some of the details of their tasks and then refer to their records when performing the tasks,
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they may have to less to memorize for each task. That is, the memory bound can be relaxed at the
cost of creating and using physical records, such as less incomplete contracts. This tradeoff can be
used to characterize the optimal level of contractual detail.

A

Appendix: Proofs

A.1

Proof for Section 4

Proof of Theorem 1. First we verify that it is incentive compatible for player i to fulfill all the
promises she recalls. The incentive constraint for player i to complete promise (x, i) ∈ πi ∩ mi is




b − c ≥ λ µ−i (x, i); π v = λ min


M −p
, 1 v,
p

(10)


where µ−i (x, j); π denotes the marginal probability that µ−i (π) assigns to (x, j). This constraint
is guaranteed by the condition 12 M ≤ p ≤

λv
b−c+λv M ,

which in turn is implied by the conditions on

λ and p in the theorem.
Next we demonstrate that either b − c =

M −p
p λv

or p = 0. If 0 < p < 12 M and the incentive

constraints are satisfied, then in the promise-making stage each player can memorize all of his
teammate’s tasks with probability 1 and still have at least two empty slots left over, so each player
can promise an additional task for which the incentive constraint is also satisfied.19 Hence in any
optimal equilibrium in which p∗ > 0, we must have p ≥ 21 M . Therefore, assuming p > 0, we can
simplify each incentive constraint to b − c ≥

M −p
p λv,

or, equivalently, p ≤

λv
b−c+λv M .

However,

if this constraint is slack, then it would improve matters to marginally increase v, reducing the
severity of punishments (which occur with positive probability) without disrupting any incentive
constraints. Hence either b − c =

M −p
p λv

or p = 0.

Now we consider the problem of choosing p and v optimally. Clearly, if p = 0 then it is optimal
to set v = 0, attaining zero utility for both players. So suppose that p > 0; then an optimal contract
solves


M −p
2p λ(2b − c) + (1 − λ)λ
v
p
p∈I,v∈[v,0]
max

s.t.

1
λv
M ≤p≤
M.
2
b − c + λv

(11)

Since the incentive constraints bind, it suffices to solve

max 2p λ(2b − c) + (1 − λ)(b − c)
p∈I

19

s.t.

1
λv
M ≤p≤
M.
2
b − c + λv

(12)

Here we use the assumption that M is even. If M were odd, an optimal symmetric contract might leave the one
leftover slot empty, but there would be a superior asymmetric contract in which one player uses the leftover slot to
make an extra promise and the other player uses it for monitoring.
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Clearly λ ≥

b−c
v

is a necessary condition for this problem to have a solution. Since the objective

c−b
and the constraints are linear in p, it is easy to see that for λ ≥ max b−c
it is optimal to
v , b

 λv
p(b−c)
maximize p subject to the constraints; i.e., set p = b−c+λv M and v = λ(M −p) . In contrast, for

c−b
λ < max b−c
the players cannot earn positive utility from this problem (if it has a solution),
v , b
so it is optimal to set p = v = 0.

A.2

Proofs for Section 5
Pp


s(a0 ) = a

p
a0

0

0

λa (1 − λ)p−a denote the probability of completing a tasks given
P
task-completion strategy s. Let hv (a) ≡ Ff=0 v(f )g(f, a) be the expected punishment for fulfilling
Let ts (a) =

a0 =a I



a promises given a contract v. We write h(a) whenever v is implicitly known.
Lemma 1. The value of an optimal contract in simple monitoring strategies (Eq. 4) is continuous
in λ. The correspondence mapping λ to the set of optimal contracts in simple monitoring strategies,
using strategies of the form s(k), is upper hemicontinous.
Proof. By Berge’s Theorem of the Maximum (e.g., Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 17.31).
Lemma 2 (Only deserved punishments). In any optimal contract, v(0) = 0.
Proof. In an optimal contract, the upward incentive constraints in Eq. 3 can be dropped as discussed
earlier. Because g(0, a) is decreasing in a, the downward incentive constraints can only be relaxed
by imposing v(0) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. By incentive-compatibility, to ensure that a rather than a − 1 promises are
fulfilled when a are recalled, we need hv (a − 1) ≤ hv (a) + b − c. By induction, hv (a) ≤ hv (p) + (p −
p
a)(b − c), with hv (p) = 0 by Lemma 2. Letting v(f ) = f λF
(b − c),

hv (a) =

F
X

F

v(f )g(f, a) =

f =0

X
p
(b − c)
f g(f, a) = (p − a)(b − c)
λF
f =0

because the expectation of the compound hypergeometric-binomial is (p − a)λ Fp . Moreover, this
contract gives expected social utility
p  
X
p a
2
λ (1 − λ)p−a [(2b − c)a + (p − a)(b − c)]
a
a=0
 
p  
p
X
X
p a
p a
p−a
= 2p(b − c)
λ (1 − λ)
+ 2b
a
λ (1 − λ)p−a
a
a
a=0

a=0

= 2p(b − c + λb).
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This is positive if λ >

c−b
b

and largest for p = M − 1. We now prove a linear contract is optimal

when λ is sufficiently high or low:
(i) At λ = 1, in every optimal contract each player must promise p = M − 1 tasks and fulfill
all of them (s(M − 1) = M − 1); the contract must impose severe enough punishments to
make it incentive compatible for them to do so, but the punishments may be arbitrarily
severe since they are not realized on the equilibrium path. The value of any such contract
is 2(M − 1)(2b − c). For λ → 1, by Lemma 1 the value of the contract must converge to
2(M − 1)(2b − c), and so must satisfy p = M − 1 and s(M − 1) = M − 1 for λ sufficiently
high. To minimize the cost of punishments, all the downward constraints s(M − 1) should
bind, which is achieved by a linear contract. Finally, given a linear contract, s(k) = k for
all k is optimal.
(ii) At λ = 0, in any optimal contract either s(k) = 0 for all k or v(f ) = 0 for all f . As λ → 0,
by Lemma 1 the optimal contracts must converge to either s(k) = 0 for all k or v(f ) = 0 for
all f . If punishments converge to zero, then it is incentive compatible only for the players
to choose s(k) = 0 for all k, in which case it is optimal to set the punishments to exactly
v(f ) = 0 for all f . If the strategies converge to anything other than s(k) = 0 for all k, then
for incentive compatibility the punishments must diverge (v(f ) → −∞ for some f )—but
the value of such contracts does not converge to zero, contrary to Lemma 1. Hence for λ
sufficiently low, s(k) = 0 for all k and v(f ) = 0 for all f .
Lemma 3. For all M , there exists αM ∈ (1, 2) such that if c < bαM , there exists λ̃ >
that for all λ
dominated by

∈ ( c−b
b , λ̃), making
making b M2+1 c and

c−b
b

so

and keeping M − 1 promises yields positive social utility, but is
employing a cutoff strategy with p∗ = 1.

Proof. Suppose for simplicity that M is odd and let p =

M +1
2 ,

and F =

M −1 20
2 .

Consider imple-

menting the strategy where exactly one task is accomplished whenever at least one is remembered.
Set v(0) = v(1) = · · · = v(F − 1) = 0. This implies h(a) = 0 for all a > 1.
For doing just one task to be incentive compatible, it must be that h(1) − h(0) ≥ c − b and
h(a) − h(1) ≤ (c − b)(a − 1) for all a ∈ {2, 3, . . . , p}. For the latter condition, it suffices that
g(F,0)
h(1) ≥ b − c. For the latter condition, observe that h(1) = v(F )g(F, 1) and h(0) = h(1) g(F,1)
. Since

g(F, 0)
=
g(F, 1)
h(0) =
h(0) =

p
p−F h(1). Therefore,
M +1
M −1 (b − c).

p
F

p−1
F



IC requires h(1) ≤

=

p
,
p−F

p−F
F (b

20

− c). Let us set h(1) =

2
M −1 (b

− c) and

The even memory proof is essentially identical: use the scheme here, under-utilizing one slot, and compare to the
full-utilization linear contract.
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Therefore this contract is feasible and incentive compatible, and has expected social utility

2 1 − (1 − λ)

M +1
2



 2(b − c)
M +1
M +1
.
+ 2b − c + (1 − λ) 2 (b − c)
M −1
M −1

After some algebra, this expression is larger than 2(M − 1)(b − c + bλ) (the expected social utility
from the optimal contract implementing M − 1 promises and fulfilling all those remembered) if
M +1
c(M 2 − 3M ) − b(M 2 − 4M + 1)
> (1 − λ) 2 + (M − 1)λ.
b(M − 1)

Define φ : [0, 1] → R by φ(λ) = (1 − λ)
λ̄ = φ−1

M +1
2

(13)

+ (M − 1)λ, and note that φ is strictly increasing. Let

 c(M 2 − 3M ) − b(M 2 − 4M + 1) 
.
b(M − 1)

To show that Eq. 13 holds for λ ∈ ( c−b
b , λ̄), it suffices to show that

c−b
b

< λ̄, or that

c(M 2 − 3M ) − b(M 2 − 4M + 1)
c−b
> φ(
).
b(M − 1)
b
After some algebra, this holds if
c M +1
cM +1
2M
(2 − ) 2 <
−
.
b
M −1 bM −1
Define φ̂ : [1, 2] → R by
φ̂(x) =

M +1
2M
M +1
−x
− (2 − x) 2 .
M −1
M −1

It can be seen that φ̂ is concave, first increasing and eventually negative, with a unique α(M ) ∈ (1, 2)
such that φ̂(α(M )) = 0. Hence the bound c < bα(M ).
For the following lemma, we say that a function ψ : {0, 1, . . . , R} → R is concave if ψ(r + 1) −
ψ(r) ≤ ψ(r) − ψ(r − 1) for all r = 1, . . . , R − 1. A function φ : Z → R, where Z ⊆ R, is double

crossing if there is a (possibly empty) convex set A ⊂ R such that A ∩ Z = z ∈ Z : φ(z) < 0 .
Lemma 4. Let R = {0, 1, . . . , R}, and let {qz }z∈Z be a collection of probability distributions on R
parameterized by z, which takes either discrete values z ∈ Z = {0, 1, . . . , Z} or continuous values
z ∈ Z = [0, 1]. If
1. There exists k, c ∈ R, k 6= 0, such that z = k

PR

r=0 rqz (r)

+ c for all z ∈ Z;

2. Either qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r) (for all z = 1, . . . , Z − 1 if z is discrete) or
z ∈ (0, 1) if z is continuous), as a function of r, is double crossing;
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∂2
q (r)
∂z 2 z

(for all

3. ψ : {0, 1, . . . , R} → R is concave;
then Ψ(z) =

PR

r=0 ψ(r)qz (r)

Proof. Since z = k

PR

is concave.21

r=0 rqz (r)

+ c, there exists b̂ ∈ R such that

PR

r=0 (mr

+ b)qz (r) =

m
kz

+ b̂ + c

for any real m and b. Hence, for any m and b, if z is discrete then
R
X
 m

(mr + b) qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r) =
z + 1 − 2z + z − 1 = 0,
k
r=0

for all z = 1, . . . , Z − 1, while if z is continuous then for all z ∈ (0, 1),
R
X

(mr + b)

r=0


∂2  m
∂2
q
(r)
=
z
+
b̂
+
c
= 0.
z
∂z 2
∂z 2 k

Therefore, for any m and b, if z is discrete, the second difference of Ψ(z) can be written as
Ψ(z + 1) − 2Ψ(z) + Ψ(z − 1) =

R
X


ψ(r) qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r)

r=0

=

R
X

(14)


ψ(r) − mr − b qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r) ,

r=0

while if z is continuous then the second derivative of Ψ(z) can be written as
R
R
X
 X
 ∂2
∂2
∂2
Ψ(z)
=
ψ(r)
q
(r)
=
ψ(r) − mr − b
qz (r).
z
2
2
∂z
∂z
∂z 2
r=0

(15)

r=0

By assumption, either qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r) (if z is discrete) or

∂2
q (r)
∂z 2 z

(if z is continuous),

as a function of r, is double crossing. Furthermore, since ψ is concave, we can choose m and b such

∂2
that, wherever qz+1 (r) − 2qz (r) + qz−1 (r) or ∂z
2 qz (r) is nonzero, ψ(r) − mr − b either has the
opposite sign or is zero. From Eq. 14 and Eq. 15, above, we may conclude Ψ(z) is concave.
Lemma 5. For some strategy s, suppose that p∗ satisfies p − (p∗ − 1) ≥ F and that
p
X
a=0

g(f, p∗ ) − g(f, p∗ − 1)
ts (a) g(f, a) − g(F, a)
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)

!
≥ 0 for all f = 1, . . . , F − 1.

(16)

Then the contract is suboptimal if it does not involve cutoff strategies. Moreover, the best-case
21

A more general mathematical result along these lines appears in Fishburn (1982), but the condition there is not
as easy to check.
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punishments for implementing a cutoff strategy p∗ are given by
∗ −1  
p  

 pX
X
p a
p a
c−b
p−a
p−a
∗
λ
(1
−
λ)
,
λ
(1
−
λ)
g(F,
a)
+
g(F,
p
)
a
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)
a
a=p∗

(17)

a=0

derived by setting v(f ) = 0 for f < F and v(F ) high enough to make p∗ indifferent to p∗ − 1.
Proof. If a contract is optimal, we can ignore the upward incentive constraints (if any bind, then
it would be optimal to do that number of tasks). Suppose that s is optimal given p, F and is not
a cutoff strategy. Fixing s, finding the optimal punishments is a linear programming problem. By
duality theory, we know that if the primal problem is max uT y s.t. AT y ≤ w and y ≥ 0, then the
dual problem is min wT x s.t. Ax ≥ u and x ≥ 0; the optimal solution to one problem corresponds
to the Lagrange multipliers of the other, and if feasible solutions to the dual and primal achieve
the same objective value then these are optimal for their respective problems.
The relaxed problem (dropping upward incentive constraints), written in the form of the primal
problem, is given by
max

F
X

(−v(f ))

−g(f, a)ts (a) subject to

a=0

f =0
F
X

p
X

(−v(f ))[g(f, a) − g(f, k)] ≤ −(a − k)(c − b) for all a s.t. ts (a) > 0 and all k < a

f =0

and − v(f ) ≥ 0 for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F
The dual of this problem is then
X

min

−(a − k)(c − b)xka subject to

{(k,a) | ts (a)>0,k<a}

X

xka [g(f, a) − g(f, k)] ≥ −

p
X

g(f, a)ts (a) for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F

a=0

{(k,a) | ts (a)>0,k<a}

and xka ≥ 0 for all (k, a) s.t. k < a, ts (a) > 0.
Let v(f ) = 0 for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F − 1, and set v(F ) =
constraint bind in comparing
the assumption that

p − (p∗

p∗

and

p∗ − 1

c−b
g(F,p∗ )−g(F,p∗ −1) ,

which makes the IC

tasks. We know the denominator is strictly negative by

− 1) ≥ F and the fact that g(F, a) ≤ g(F, a − 1) for all a = 1, 2, . . . , p.

This is feasible in the primal because all downward IC constraints will be slack after the first that
binds, by preservation of convexity in Lemma 4. Then the value of this solution to the primal is
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given by

p

X
c−b
g(F, a)ts (a).
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)
a=0

Let xka = 0 for all pairs (k, a) except for a = p∗ and k = p∗ − 1, since those IC constraints in
the primal are slack. Let

Pp

xp∗ ,p∗ −1 = −

a=0 g(F, a)ts (a)
,
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)

corresponding to the constraint for F binding, since v(F ) < 0. This is feasible in the dual by the
assumption in (16). Then the value of the dual is the same as that in the primal, which means that
the optimal punishment involves v(f ) = 0 for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F − 1 and v(F ) =

c−b
g(F,p∗ )−g(F,p∗ −1) .

However, because all downward IC constraints are satisfied, if s is not a cutoff strategy then at
least one of the upward IC constraints that were dropped is violated, a contradiction to being an
optimal strategy given p and F .
Proof of Theorem 3. The optimality of empty promises and part (i) are proved in Lemma 3, which
shows promise-keeping with p ≤ M − 1 is dominated in this range. To see part (ii), note that
by Theorem 2, a linear contract can be optimal only if p = M − 1 (because punishments are not
bounded below). We now show that the converse holds. Fix p = M − 1; then F = 1 and the
hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied, so the optimal contract uses cutoff strategies. Suppose to the
contrary of the converse that 0 < p∗ < p = M − 1 is optimal. Then by Lemma 5, v(0) = 0 and
v(1) is set to make doing p∗ tasks indifferent to doing p∗ − 1 tasks: that is, v(F ) =

c−b
g(F,p∗ )−g(F,p∗ −1) .

Then the expected punishment when a tasks are done is given by
g(F, a)
(c − b)
= (c − b)
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)

M −1−a
1 M −p∗ 
M −1−p∗
−
1
1



= −(c − b)(M − 1 − a).

Consequently, expected punishment is independent of p∗ , and decreases in a. Because benefits are
also increasing in a, the contract is dominated by cutoff strategies with p∗ = M − 1; i.e., a linear
contract. Promise-keeping, in turn, is dominated by not making any promises if λ <

c−b
b .

Lemma 6. For memory capacity M , promises p, cutoff p∗ , and monitoring slots F satisfying
0 < p∗ ≤ p < M and 0 < F ≤ p − p∗ + 1, the optimal social welfare from implementing a p∗ -cutoff
strategy s using a maximally forgiving contract is
 
p  

X
(c − b)g F, s(a)
p a
p−a
.
2
λ (1 − λ)
(2b − c)s(a) +
a
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)
a=0

Moreover,
1. The value of Eq. 18 is strictly increasing and concave in λ.
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(18)

2. If p < M − 1 and p∗1 < p∗2 ≤ p − F + 1, the value of Eq. 18 for p∗2 strictly single crosses the
value of Eq. 18 for p∗1 from below, as functions of λ.
3. If z ∈ Z++ , p + z ≤ M − F , and p∗ ≤ p − F + 1, the value of Eq. 18 for p + z, p∗ + z strictly
single crosses the value of Eq. 18 for p, p∗ from below, as functions of λ.
Proof. We prove each part separately below.
(c−b)g(F,s(a))
(i) The value of Eq. 18 is the expectation of β(a) ≡ 2(2b − c)s(a) + 2 g(F,p
∗ )−g(F,p∗ −1) with

respect to the binomial distribution over a. For any cutoff strategy s, (2b − c)s(a) is clearly
concave. The
term of β(a) is a negative constant times g(F, s(a)). Itself, g(F, s(a)) =
. second

p−s(a)
p
F
λ
F , which is convex:
F



 

p − s(a + 1)
p − s(a)
p − s(a − 1)
−2
+
F
F
F




p−a
F
F

if a ≤ p∗ − 1,


p−(a+1)−F − p−a )
 F
∗
p−(p∗ −1)
=
− p−p
if a = p∗ ,
F
F



0
if a ≥ p∗ + 1.
which is positive because F ≥ 1, and p − p∗ + 1 ≥ F . Hence β(a) is concave. Finally, the
binomial distribution satisfies double-crossing, since
 
 p


∂2  p a
p−a
=
(1 − λ)p−2−a λa−2 a2 − 1 + 2(p − 1)λ a + p(p − 1)λ2
λ (1 − λ)
2
a
∂λ
a

is negative if and only if a2 − 1 + 2(p − 1)λ a + p(p − 1)λ2 < 0. Hence by Lemma 4, Eq. 18
is concave in λ. To see that Eq. 18 is increasing in λ, observe that the benefit of each task is
linear in a, increasing in p∗ and independent of λ, which is a parameter of first-order stochastic
dominance for the binomial distribution.
(ii) For a cutoff strategy s, the expected punishment for completing s(a) tasks is
(c − b)g(F, s(a))
.
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)
Since λ cancels out of the above, we need only check that has increasing differences in a and
p∗ (by Corollary 10 of Van Zandt and Vives 2007). Let us denote a p∗ -cutoff strategy by sp∗ .
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Since c − b > 0, the sign of the second difference depends on
g(F, sp∗ +1 (a + 1)) − g(F, sp∗ +1 (a)) g(F, sp∗ (a + 1)) − g(F, sp∗ (a))
−
g(F, p∗ + 1) − g(F, p∗ )
g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)

if a ≥ p∗ + 1

 0
=
1
if a = p∗

 g(F,a+1)−g(F,a)
g(F,a+1)−g(F,a)
∗
g(F,p∗ +1)−g(F,p∗ ) − g(F,p∗ )−g(F,p∗ −1) if a ≤ p − 1.

(19)

Concentrating on the third case, since g(F, a) is decreasing in a, it suffices to show that


p − p∗
F



p − p∗ + 1
−
F





 

p − p∗ + 1
p − p∗ + 2
>
−
.
F
F

(20)

But this is exactly analogous to the calculation in part (1).
(iii) Without loss, the limit of summation in Eq. 18 may be replaced with M , since
a > p. Let p +

z0

p
a



= 0 for

be the number of promises for determining the distribution of a, but let

p + z be the number of promises for determining g(F, ·). For feasibility, we must have z 0 = z,
but for now relax feasibility.
First we show that z is optimally increasing in (λ, z 0 ). Similarly to above, we check that
p+z−sp∗ +z (a)
F

∗
p+z−(p∗ +z)
− p+z−(pF +z−1)
F

has increasing differences in a and z. The sign of the second difference is determined by

p+z+1−sp∗ +z+1 (a+1)
− p+z+1−sFp∗ +z+1 (a)
F


p−p∗
p−p∗ +1
−
F
F
=






0

−
if

1
p+z−a

−(p+z−a+1
−(p+z−1−a
(
)
)
)+(p+z−a
)

F
F
F
F

p−p∗
p−p∗ +1
( F )−( F )


p+z−sp∗ +z (a+1)
− p+z−sFp∗ +z (a)
F


p−p∗
p−p∗ +1
−
F
F
a ≥ p∗ + z + 1

if a = p∗ + z
if a ≤ p∗ + z − 1.

The case a ≤ p∗ +z −1 reduces to checking the numerator is negative, since the denominator is
negative. Again, by substituting in the definition of the binomial coefficient, this is equivalent
to

p+z−a+1−F
p+z−a

≤ 1, which holds because F ≥ 1 and p + z − a + 1 > 0.

Then the result derives from observing that for feasible contracts z 0 , which is also a parameter
of stochastic dominance for the binomial distribution, is itself increasing in z. Hence the
optimal choice of z is increasing in λ (i.e., single crossing as claimed).
Proof of Theorem 4. Recall that task-completion strategies are necessarily increasing step functions
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which jump to the maximum whenever a jump occurs. The first nontrivial case is M = 3, in which
the only possible optimal promise levels are then p = 1 (with F = 1) and p = 2 (with F = 1). In
both cases Theorem 3 implies the contract must be promise-keeping.
For the case M = 4, the only possible optimal promise levels are p = 2 (with F = 2) and p = 3
(with F = 1). Theorem 3 implies that the last case again reduces to promise-keeping with linear
contracts, and that p = 2 (with F = 2) is suboptimal unless it is a cutoff strategy with p∗ = 1.
In this case the assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied, because for the case F = 2 the part of the
summand in Eq. 16 that is in parentheses is always nonnegative, for all λ ∈ (0, 1) and choices of
p, p∗ , a that are feasible given that M ≤ 5.22
Finally, for the case M = 5, the only possible optimal promise levels are p = 2 (with F = 2),
p = 3 (with F = 2), and p = 4 (with F = 1). The last case again reduces to promise-keeping
with linear contracts by Theorem 3. Strategies must be weakly increasing for the contract to be
optimal, and by Theorem 3, they cannot have empty promises if p∗ = p. Then there is only a
cutoff strategy remaining for p = 2, with p∗ = 1 (same as for M = 4). Moreover, there is only one
non-cutoff strategy for the case that p = 3 that could potentially be optimal: s(a) = 0 for a < 2,
and s(a) = 2 for a ≥ 2. To rule this out, observe that the assumptions in Lemma 5 are satisfied
for p = 3 and M = 5, so a non-cutoff strategy cannot be optimal. The cutoff strategies (p, p∗ )
remaining are given by (x, 0), (2, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), and (4, 4) are potentially optimal. We know by
the single crossing result for fixed p = 3 that (3, 2) single crosses (3, 1) from below, and also single
crosses (2, 1) from below. By Lemma 6 the value functions for each p∗ are concave in λ, so that
once the linear value function for p = 4 is optimal it remains so.
Lemma 7. If v is decreasing convex, then h ≡

PF

f =0 v(f )g(f, ·)

is decreasing convex.

Proof. Note that decreasing convex is literally concave. By reversing the order of summation, and

the fact that fk = 0 when k < f , we can write h(a) as follows:
F
X

F
X

F
X

p−a
k

a
F −k

!
 
k f

g(f, a)v(f ) =
λ (1 − λ)k−f v(f )
p
f
F
f =0
f =0
k=0
!
 a  F  
p−a
F
X k F −k
X k

=
λf (1 − λ)k−f v(f ) .
p
f
F


k=0

f =0

Therefore, the expectation is first with respect to the binomial, and then with respect to the
hypergeometric. Using Lemma 4 twice gives the result. First, note that the expectation of the
binomial is λk, a linear function of k, while the expectation of the hypergeometric is

F
p (p

− a), a

linear function of a. Hence it suffices to show that the binomial second-difference in k is double22

This is tedious to check analytically but easily checked numerically.
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crossing in f (hence the inside expectation is decreasing convex in k) and the hypergeometric
second-difference in a is double-crossing in k. To see this is true for the binomial, note that we may
write the binomial second-difference in k as

 

(k + 1)(1 − λ)
k f
k−f
k−f
λ (1 − λ)
−2+
.
f
k+1−f
k(1 − λ)
It can be shown that the term in parentheses is strictly convex in f and therefore double crossing
in f , so the whole expression is double-crossing in f . To see this is true for the hypergeometric,
note that we may write the hypergeometric second-difference in a as
p−a
k



a
F −k


p
F



p−a−k
a+1
p−a+1
a − F + k
·
−2+
·
.
p−a
a+1−F +k
p−a+1−k
a

It can be shown that the term in parentheses has either no real roots or exactly two real roots.23 If
there are no real roots, then the term in parentheses is double-crossing in k (recall that the region
in which it is negative must be convex, but may be empty), and therefore the whole expression is
double-crossing in k. If there are two real roots, it can be shown that the derivative with respect
to k is negative at the smaller root, and that therefore both the term in parentheses and the whole
expression are double-crossing in k.
Proof of Theorem 5. Fix any p, F, λ. Suppose that the strategy s, with p∗ > 0 the maximal number
of tasks completed, is optimal. Consider the decreasing convex contract v that implements s
at minimum cost. Because v is decreasing, MLRP (more weakly, FOSD in a) implies expected
punishments are decreasing in the number of tasks completed: h(a) > h(a − 1) for all a. By
contradiction, suppose that the downward constraint for p∗ versus p∗ −1 is slack: h(p∗ )−h(p∗ −1) >
c − b. By Lemma 7 and monotonicity, for any k > 1, h(p∗ − k + 1) − h(p∗ − k) > c − b. But
then for every a such that s(a) = a, and every a0 < a, the downward constraint h(a) − h(a0 ) =
Pa−1
0
k=a0 h(k + 1) − h(k) ≥ (a − a )(c − b) must be slack. However, some constraint must bind at the
optimum, else the strategy is implementable for free, so it must be that the downward constraint
for p∗ versus p∗ − 1 binds. Again, each downward constraint is satisfied, and for any a > p∗ ,
h(a) − h(p∗ ) < (a − p∗ )(c − b). So the strategy s is a p∗ -cutoff.
Now, suppose that we look for the optimal convex contract implementing p promises , F monitoring slots, and cutoff strategy s with cutoff p∗ . By the argument above, the only incentive
constraint that binds is the downward constraint for completing p∗ promises. Since v(0) = 0 (by
Lemma 2), convexity implies monotonicity. Furthermore the constraint v(0) ≥ 0 does not bind,24
23

The term in parentheses does not account for the fact that the entire expression equals zero whenever k > p − a
or F − k > a. However, on the closure of these regions the second difference cannot be negative, and so these regions
may be ignored.
24
Although it is satisfied with equality, by Lemma 2 relaxing the constraint would not change the solution.
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so the cost minimization problem (dropping all other incentive constraints) in primal form is
F 
X

max

(−v)≥~0
F
X

−(−v(f ))

p
X


−g(f, a)ts (a) subject to

a=0

f =0

(−v(f ))[g(f, p∗ ) − g(f, p∗ − 1)] ≤ −(c − b),

f =0

2(−v(f )) − (−v(f + 1)) − (−v(f − 1)) ≤ 0 for all f = 1, . . . , F − 1.
Let x be the Lagrange multiplier for the lone incentive compatibility constraint, zf the Lagrange
multiplier for the convexity constraint 2(−v(f )) − (−v(f + 1)) − (−v(f − 1)) ≤ 0, and ~z the vector
(z1 , . . . , zF −1 ). The constraint set for this problem can then be written as A> · (−v(0), . . . , −v(F )),
where, in sparse form,








A=








g(0, p∗ ) − g(0, p∗ − 1)
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.



−1
2

..

.

−1

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

g(F, p∗ ) − g(F, p∗ − 1)








..
.
.


..
. −1 


..

.
2 
−1

Let r be the vector of dual variables: r = (x, z1 , . . . , zF −1 ). The dual problem is
min (b − c)x
r≥~0

s.t. (Ar)f ≥ −

p
X

g(f, a)ts (a) for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F ,

a=0

where (Ar)f is the (f )th component of A · r; i.e.,
(Ar)f = x[g(f, p∗ ) − g(f, p∗ − 1)] − zf −1 + 2zf − zf +1 ,
where we define z0 ≡ 0, zF ≡ 0, and zF +1 ≡ 0.
Let fˆ be the smallest f such that v(f ) < 0. Then it must be that v(f ) < 0 for all f ≥ fˆ, so by
P
duality theory the constraint (A · r)f ≥ − pa=0 g(f, a)ts (a) binds for all f ≥ fˆ. Hence
Pp
x=

a=0 g(f, a)ts (a) − zf −1 + 2zf
g(f, p∗ − 1) − g(f, p∗ )

− zf +1

for all f = fˆ, . . . , F .

(21)

In particular, this means that if zF −1 = 0 (which is implied when fˆ = F ) the optimal contract
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(which would have expected punishment −x(c−b)) has the same value as that derived in Lemma 5),
completing the claim. In the remainder we assume zF −1 > 0.
Observe that the sum of the z-terms over (A · r)F −1 and (A · r)F is −zF −1 + (2zF −1 − zF −2 ) =
zF −1 − zF −2 . Note also the corresponding sum of z-terms over F − 2, F − 1, and F : −zF −1 +
(2zF −1 − zF −2 ) + (−zF −3 + 2zF −2 − zF −1 ) = zF −2 − zF −3 . Continuing in this manner, the sum
of the z-terms in (A · r)f from any f˜ ≥ fˆ to F is zf˜ − zf˜−1 . Therefore, summing the equalities in
Eq. 21 yields the following recursive system for z ˜, f˜ = fˆ, . . . , F
f

zf˜ = zf˜−1 −

p
F X
X

g(f, a)ts (a) + x

f =f˜ a=0

F
X


g(f, p∗ − 1) − g(f, p∗ ) .

f =f˜

Also, by definition of fˆ the convexity constraint is slack at fˆ − 1, so zfˆ−1 = 0. Then induction
yields, for f 0 = fˆ, . . . , F ,
0

0

zf 0 = −

f X
p
F X
X

g(f, a)ts (a) + x

f˜=fˆ f =f˜ a=0

f X
F
X


g(f, p∗ − 1) − g(f, p∗ ) .

f˜=fˆ f =f˜

Plugging this equation for f 0 = F into the binding constraint (Ar)F ≥ −
solution for x in terms of fˆ:

Pp

a=0 g(F, a)ts (a)

provides

PF Pp
a=0 g(f, a)ts (a)
f =f˜
f˜=fˆ
.
PF PF
g(f, p∗ − 1) − g(f, p∗ )
f =f˜
f˜=fˆ
PF

x=

(22)

P
Note that for a random variable X on {0, . . . , n}, the expectation of X is nj=1 j Pr(X = j) but
P
P
P
this is also equal to nj=1 Pr(X ≥ j). Since Ff=f˜ pa=0 g(f, a)ts (a) = Pr(f ≥ f˜), the numerator
of Eq. 22 can be rewritten as
p
F X
F X
X

g(f, a)ts (a) =

f˜=fˆ f =f˜ a=0

F
X

Pr(f ≥ f˜) =

f˜=fˆ

=

F
X

F
X

(f˜ − fˆ + 1) Pr(f = f˜)

f˜=fˆ



(f˜ − fˆ + 1)+ Pr(f = f˜) = E (f − fˆ + 1)+ ≡ E[φ(fˆ)],

f˜=1

where (y)+ ≡ max{y, 0} and φ is the random function φ(fˆ) ≡ (f − fˆ + 1)+ . In words, φ(fˆ) is
the number of discovered unfulfilled promises that exceed the threshold for punishment (fˆ). The
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denominator of Eq. 22 can be rewritten similarly, yielding
x=

E[φ(fˆ)]
E[ φ(fˆ) | a = p∗ − 1 ] − E[ φ(fˆ) | a = p∗ ]

.

(23)

The minimized expected punishment is E[v(f )] = (b−c)x, and hence is implemented by the kinkedlinear punishment schedule
v(f ) = −

(c − b)(f − fˆ + 1)+
for all f = 0, 1, . . . , F .
E[ φ(fˆ) | a = p∗ − 1 ] − E[ φ(fˆ) | a = p∗ ]

The comparative statics of maximally forgiving punishments follow from Lemma 6

A.3

Proofs for Section 6

The proofs of Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 follow directly from the complete characterization below.
c−b
Lemma 8. Suppose that λi ≥ max{ b−c
v , b } for i = 1, 2. Then the optimal linear contract is

characterized by four binding constraints: the original IC1 and IC2 , and two additional binding
constraints determined by

M1
M2 ,

σ1 , σ2 , and γ according to

M 1 M2
σ1 σ2 +γ σ2 (1+γ) 
σ1 (1+γ) , σ1 σ2 +γ

σ2 +γ
)
(0, σσ11(1+γ)
σ2 σ1 −γ
σ1 σ2 −γ

( σ11 , ∞)
(σ2 , σ11 )

IR1 and IC2

IR1 and IC1

(0, σ2 )

( σσ21(1+γ)
σ2 +γ , ∞)

IC1 and IC2

IR2 and IC1

IR2 and IC2

For each case, the number of promises is given by
IC1 and IC2 :

p1 =

IR1 and IC1 :

p1 =

IR1 and IC2 :

p1 =

IR2 and IC1 :

p1 =

IR2 and IC2 :

p1 =

M1 − σ 1 M2
M2 − σ2 M1
and p2 =
,
1 − σ1 σ2
1 − σ1 σ2
M2 γ
M2
and p2 =
,
1 + γ σ2
1+γ
γM1
σ 2 M1
and p2 =
,
σ1 σ2 + γ
σ1 σ2 + γ
σ1 M2
γM2
and p2 =
,
σ1 σ2 + γ
σ1 σ2 + γ
M1
M1 γσ1
and p2 =
.
1+γ
1+γ

c−b
If λi < max{ b−c
v , b } for some i then the optimal contract has p1 = p2 = 0 and v1 = v2 = 0.
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Proof. Define σ1 ≡

b−c
λ1 v ,

σ2 ≡

b−c
λ2 v ,

and γ ≡ − vb . Using this notation,

IC1 ⇔ p2 ≤ M2 − p1 σ2 whenever p1 ≥ M2 − p2 ,
1
(M1 − p1 ) whenever p2 ≥ M1 − p1 .
IC2 ⇔ p2 ≤
σ1
Under the assumption that λi ≥

b−c
v

we know σi ∈ (0, 1) and ICi is satisfied in the region pi ≤

M−i − p−i for i = 1, 2. Next, observe that
σ2
p1 ,
γ
γ
IR2 ⇔ p2 ≤
p1 .
σ1
IR1 ⇔ p2 ≥

For the individually rational region to be nonempty, one needs
the assumption λi ≥

c−b
b

√

λ1 λ2 ≥

c−b
b ,

which is satisfied by

for i = 1, 2.

The intersection of IC1 and IC1 , using the form those take in the region {(p1 , p2 ) | p2 ≥
M1 − p1 , p1 ≥ M2 − p2 }, is given by
p1 =

M1 − σ 1 M2
,
1 − σ1 σ2

p2 =

M 2 − σ2 M 1
.
1 − σ1 σ2

This intersection occurs above IR1 if, plugging p1 above into IR1 , we have
M2 − σ2 M1
σ2 M1 − σ1 M2
≥
,
1 − σ1 σ2
γ 1 − σ1 σ2
or when

M1
M2

≤

γ+σ1 σ2
σ2 (γ+1) ;

and is below IR1 otherwise. Similarly, the intersection occurs below IR2 if
M2 − σ2 M1
γ M1 − σ 1 M 2
≤
,
1 − σ1 σ2
σ1 1 − σ1 σ2

or when

M1
M2

≥

(1+γ)σ1
σ1 σ2 +γ ;

and is above IR2 otherwise.

The slope of IC1 when it binds is −σ2 and the slope of IC2 when it binds is − σ11 . The social
objective takes the form
(b − c)

σ1 − γ
σ2 − γ 
p1 +
p2
σ1
σ2

and has slope − σσ21 σσ12 −γ
−γ . The solution is then obtained by comparing slopes in each case.
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